Based on the Padé approximation method, we present new inequalities for Gauss lemniscate functions. We also solve a conjecture on inequalities for Gauss lemniscate functions proposed by Sun and Chen.
Introduction
The lemniscate, also called the lemniscate of Bernoulli, is the locus of points (x, y) in the plane satisfying the equation (x  + y  )  = x  + y  . In polar coordinates (r, θ ), the equation becomes r  = cos(θ ) and its arc length is given by the function
where arcsl is called the arc lemniscate sine function studied by Gauss in -. Another lemniscate function investigated by Gauss is the hyperbolic arc lemniscate sine function, defined as
The functions (.) and (.) can be found (see [] 
and presented the following conjecture.
Based on the Padé approximation method, in this paper we present new inequalities for Gauss lemniscate functions. We also prove Conjecture ..
Some computations in this paper were performed using Maple software.
Padé approximant
For later use, we introduce the Padé approximant (see [-] ). Let f be a formal power series,
The Padé approximation of order (p, q) of the function f is the rational function, denoted by
where p ≥  and q ≥  are any given integers, the coefficients a j and b j are given by (see
and we have
Thus, the first p + q +  coefficients of the series expansion of [p/q] f are identical to those of f . Moreover, we have (see [] )
with f n (x) = c  + c  x + · · · + c n x n , the nth partial sum of the series f (f n is identically zero for n < ).
Chen [] presented the following power-series expansions (for |x| < ):
and
We now consider the Padé approximant for the function
at the point x = . Let
with the coefficients c j given by
Let us find the (, ) Padé approximant for the function (.) at the point t = ,
Noting that
holds, we have, by (.),
We thus obtain
and we have, by (.),
That is
Following the same method as used in the derivation of the formula (.), we find 
In view of (.) and (.), we pose the following.
Conjecture . Let
Then the coefficients a j and α j satisfy the following relation:
and the coefficients b j and β j satisfy the following relation:
In view of (.) and (.), we pose the following.
Conjecture . Let
Then the coefficients p j and r j satisfy the following relation:
and the coefficients q j and s j satisfy the following relation:
Inequalities
Equations (.)-(.) motivate us to establish the following theorems.
Proof Consider the function
(, -,x  + x  ) , <x < .
Differentiation yields We then obtain, for  < t < ,
Hence, f (x) >  for  < x < , and we have
The proof is complete. Hence, F (x) <  for x > , and we have
The proof is complete. Proof Consider the function
Remark . For  < t < , we find I(t)
Differentiation yields
We then obtain
Hence the first inequality in (.) holds for x > . Hence, T (x) <  for x > , and we have
Hence, the second inequality in (.) holds for x > . The proof is complete. Differentiation yields Elementary calculations reveal that Since R(t) >  for  < t < , we have H (x) >  for  < x < . We then obtain
The proof is complete. We see from P  (x) >  that (.) holds. The proof is complete. We see from P  (x) >  that (.) holds. Hence, the second inequality in (.) holds. Second, we prove the first inequality in (.). We consider two cases. Case .  < x < . It suffices to show by the left-hand side of (.) that
i.e.,
Elementary calculations show that This proves U (x) >  for  ≤ x < .
We then obtain U (x) >  for all x ≥ , and we have U(x) > U() = . . . . >  for x ≥ , which shows the first inequality in (.) holds for x ≥ . Thus, the first inequality in (.) holds for all x > . The proof is complete.
